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Abstract
We explore black-box model inversion using the Fourier Neural Operator (FNO)
of Li et al [4]. The approach learns an emulator of a partial differential equation
forward operator from simulated realisations and then infers unobserved system
parameters by minimising emulator predictive loss with respect to the observations
of the system outputs. Our results suggest that this underdetermined inverse
problem is significantly harder than the forward problems or initial condition
inference of [4], but by careful regularisation we are able to improve our inference
substantially.
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Introduction

Many environmental problems (e.g. predicting and forecasting the dynamics of ocean currents,
weather events, and dynamics of water and solute movement described by surface and groundwater
hydrological models) are challenging to model due to complex non-linearities and dynamical processes that characterise the system. Models of these systems can be described by partial differential
equations (PDEs). In many industrial application, standard solvers are black-box systems which
do not provide gradient information. For such systems, inference of high-dimensional unobserved
parameters is challenging because gradients must be estimated by finite difference, which rapidly
becomes prohibitively expensive.
The challenges have sparked interest in neural network approximation to the PDE solution operators [5,
6, 3]. Classical solution methods for a PDE might involve approximating some continuous domain
process into a discrete approximation with complex dependency structure, e.g. stylized in Figure 1a.
Naive inference over the graphical model [1] in such systems is forbiddingly complex. A PDE
emulator can conceptually collapse the complex dependency graph into a smaller more tractable one,
e.g. Figure 1b at the cost of requiring us to accept entire functions as inputs and output of the network,
i.e. to learn operators on functions. Recent work by Li et al. [4] shows the potential of the FNO for
precisely this kind of purpose. The FNO is lauded for a number of features; notably, it is rapid to
train, achieves high accuracy with little tuning, and may be interpreted as a resolution-independent
mapping between functions on continuous domains without presuming a fixed quantisation of the
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Figure 1: The conditional independence graph of a PDE model with with one spatially-varying
parameter, represented as a) as the solution of a discretized PDE solver, evaluated at 6 spatial
locations, and b) in terms of continuous operators.

domain. Furthermore, the FNO has recently been shown to satisfy a universal approximation property
for such operators [2]. Once learned, the emulator can be used to predict a solution surface with
significant speed up over direct PDE solvers, which is differentiable with respect to all the input. Li
et al. [4] emphasise the potential application of such operators in downstream tasks such as Bayesian
model inversion (i.e., estimating physical system parameters from observations). A further useful
property of the FNO to this end is that differentiation of the operator is trivial in all inputs using
off-the-shelf backpropagation.
We also follow this thread of inquiry, learning a FNO for the forward operator of the PDE and then
computing derivatives with respect to the latent parameters within an optimisation routine to perform
inversion, i.e. estimation of the value of an unobserved parameter.
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2.1

Methods
The Physical System

Consider a PDE, with parameters θ, that describes the evolution of some vector-valued field,
v(s, t|θ, φ) ∈ V ⊆ Rdv over two-dimensional space (s = (x, y)> , s ∈ S ⊆ R2 ) and time
(t ∈ T ⊆ R). Such a PDE might be used to model an environmental process (e.g. groundwater
pressure head across an aquifer (dv = 1)). Typically, the PDE will exhibit dynamics that are governed
by: (i) function spaces of parameters, for example a spatial field θ(s), θ : S → G where G ⊆ Rdp
encodes physical properties of the spatial environment; and (ii) boundary conditions and/or initial
conditions φ that define constraints on the state of the system at particular locations and/or times. For
our purposes, we may think of the boundary conditions as implicit constraints on the solutions which
are encoded within the PDE simulations (i.e. the data) used in this study. Both θ and φ may vary
over time and/or space.
We handle the observations of the PDE in discrete time. For each time t, we assume the instantaneous
“slices” of solutions to the PDE are functions vt belonging to the Banach space F ∗ , with vt : D∗ →
R∗ where D∗ = S × Θ is also a compact set of positive Lebesgue measure and R∗ = V .
A fundamental property of a PDE is the forward operator M : F ∗ × Θ → F ∗ which produces the
entire solution surface at some future time t + , given the current state and boundary conditions and
parameters: (see also Figure 1 b.)
vt+ |θ, φ, vt = M [vt |θ, φ]

(1)

The forward operator of a PDE is dependent not only on the current state, but also upon temporal
derivatives of the state field. We augment vt (s) with additional components in Rdv +d∂ , where d∂ is
the number of temporal derivatives sufficient to define the PDE. In practice, these derivatives could be
approximately encoded by augmenting the state vector to be (vt (s)> , vt− (s)> , . . . , vt−m (s)> )>
for sufficiently small values of  and m sufficiently large. Herafter we will hold the boundaries
contraints φ fixed, and they are suppressed.
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2.2

The Fourier Neural Operator as a Model Emulator
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Figure 2: Samples of the vorticity field vt from Navier-stokes simulation. Viscosity ν = 10−4 .
We use a simple 2d model of flow, the well-known Navier-Stokes equations as a case study,1 and
investigate the behaviour of optimisation-based inference for this problem. In two dimensions
the Navier-Stokes system is described by a set of equations that characterise the flow vorticity
field (Figure 2). We closely follow the methods of Li et al. [4] in fitting a discrete-time FNO to
approximate the forward solution of a 2d Navier-Stokes equation on a toroidal domain, by training it
to minimise prediction error data generated by a classic PDE solver. However, unlike the original
paper, we generate simulations subject to a time-invariant, spatially-varying random forcing parameter
θ(s) simulated from a Gaussian random field. Our goal is to infer the value of θ for new data by
numerically solving 3 by gradient descent. Using a classic PDE solver, we generate simulations from
this system and use those to train the FNO network. For details of that network we refer the reader
to [3].
2.3

Inverse Inference of Parameter Fields by Forward Prediction Error Minimisation

b to minimises discrepancy d between
A pragmatic form of inference for a θ is to choose an estimate θ
observations vt+ε and predictions of those same observations from vt through M ,

b := argmin
θ
(2)
θ∈Θ d M [vt |θ], vt+ |θ .
As a computationally intensive, infinite dimensional problem, this is typically infeasible in a naive
implementation, but by emulation we may efficiently approach some approximation of this if we
c in place of the true PDE operator. A realisable inference procedure involves
use the emulation M
additional approximations; we represent θ by some finite parametrisation, θ̄ κ : Rdκ → Θ. We use
an approximate mean-squared discrepancy d ≈ d¯ between predicted solution surfaces at a finite
set of sites {sj }. If we have chosen a flexible parametrisation for our candidate θ̄, this problem is
potentially under-specified, so we allow for a regularization term p(θ̄ κ ) ≥ 0 and a penalty weight
λ ≥ 0 which allow us to bias the solution towards parameter ranges.
We have replaced the original problem with one which, for appropriately chosen θ̄ κ and p, is
differentiable in its (finite-dimensional) arguments, allowing incremental updating of solutions using
bκ := θ̄ κ̂ via
the loss gradient. Putting this together, we defines estimate θ

c [vt |θ̄ κ ], vt+ |θ̄ κ + λp(κ).
b := argminκ d¯ M
κ
(3)
Nothing in this set up guarantees that the solution we find this way is unique, or that the optimum
matches the true value.

3

Results

For brevity, we defer description of the basic FNO to Li et al.[4] and note only where we diverge. All
simulation and model parameters are included in released code2 . All execution times are on a Tesla
P100 GPU. We differ in that we have simulated a new dataset of 2d Navier-Stokes simulation, with
both initial conditions and latent forcing parameter generated from the same Gaussian Random field,
1

The Navier-Stokes model is sufficiently common that non-black-box solvers are available; we do not exploit
that here.
2
https://github.com/csiro-mlai/fno_inversion_ml4ps2021
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in the latter scaled by a factor of 100
. There are 1000 training and 200 of each validation and testing
time series on a (256 × 256) grid, the generation of which takes ∼ 15 hours. Example realisations
are shown in Figure 2. Forward model fit terminates by early stopping after 2h 28m.

relative error

In the inversion stage we hold the weights of the
forward model fixed. For the prediction error
100
minimisation we choose a simple parametrisation for θ̄ κ , specifying its value on a discrete
6 × 10 1
lattice of K ×K points {kδ, jδ} spanning D, i.e.
θ̄ κ (kδ, jδ) ≡ κjk . For this problem K = 256,
4 × 10 1
and we choose the same lattice upon which the
3 × 10 1
training PDE simulations are evaluated. Writing k · k2 for the empirical 2-norm evaluated on
2 × 10 1
the lattice, we define the target predictive divergence to be the same used in the NN training,
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Gradient update step
bκ ) = kθ
bκ − θk2 /kθk2 scaled to the magni`(θ
tude of the estimand θ, where Ekθk2 = 0.0112. Figure 4: Convergence of 50 different inference
In this toy example we know the latent functions problems to different local optima.
are smooth by construction, so we impose an
empirical roughness penalty in p, specifically,
PK
the mean squared empirical first order finite differences, p(θ̄ κ ) = K12 j,k=1 (κj,k − κj,k−1 )2 +
(κj,k − κj−1,k )2 . We draw initial conditions Ki,j ∼ N (0, 0.01).
Optimisation proceed by first-order gradient descent via a stock Adam optimiser with learning rate
0.0025. For this naïve parameterisation, there are 2562 parameters so higher order optimisation is not
tenable. However, individual optimisation steps here are cheap. In batches of 50 examples, estimand
gradient update steps take 2.23 seconds on a Tesla P100 GPU, and convergence is attained with
at most 200 Adam iterations. However, the estimation procedure is challenging, requiring careful
tuning to achieve convergence. Without regularisation of the latent field, λ = 0, the results are poor
even at optima, with large and systematic errors (see Figure 3a). By contrast, when regularisation is
performed, gradient descent may find plausible solutions. Selecting optimisation parameters by grid
search to minimise median reconstruction error over a random validation set sample (figure 5), we
obtain a improved prediction of the latent field, with estimated relative loss 0.2 ± 0.05 at λ = 0.3.
4
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Discussion

In practice, inverse modelling of the latent field using the FNO emulator presents a number of challenges. The FNO by design does not observe physical constraints, such as conservation of matter or energy. Moreover, the inversion problem is underdetermined and we
need to be aware of instability in the optimisation process. Careful regularisation of the inferred field may be needed to avoid physically implausible solutions to the model inversion.
When comparing the unregularised optimisation
results (Figure 3) to those obtained in the experiments of Li et al. [4], our results suffer from the
presence of high frequency artefacts whereas
theirs do not. Notwithstanding the estimands
are slightly different (latent parameters versus
initial conditions), this is an interesting finding
and we speculate that the inferred field in Li et
al. [4] avoids these artifacts by taking spatiallypointwise means over many field realisations
which are individually noisy. One avenue for
further enquiry is whether the average of an ensemble of estimates removes the need for regularisation of the inferred field.
Solutions are for the high regularization values are visually plausible, but may be far from
ground truth. That is, an optimum of low predictive error may nonetheless differ from the
generating parameters (Figure 4). This is compatible with the hypothesis of finding alternative solutions to an underdetermined problem. Choosing
parametrisations, regularisation and hyperparameters to improve the quality of inference in this
domain is a topic of ongoing research.
bκ ) on
Figure 5: λ vs estimated relative error `(θ
held-out set (2h30). Error bars denote 90% range.

A further practical concern is in real-world inference process we may not know the generating process
of the true θ as we do here and in Li et al. Further research to attain more plausible predictions
could involve eliciting domain-expert priors, or selecting a nonparametric functional with parameters
chosen by a hierarchical Bayes method.

Broader Impact
The modeling of physical systems of hydrological processes, and processes in general, can directly
benefit from the ideas presented in this paper. Groundwater models and models of flood inundation for
example represent complex systems with partial knowledge and noisy, observational data. Inference
about these systems are usually employs hierarchical model to infer parameters or infer intervention
effects. However, such inference is non-trivial as some variables are defined in terms of PDE
solution steps, which have complex implementation and demanding compute requirement, and whose
solutions are provided by black-box solvers. The FNO provides one approach for conducting an
invertible approximate forward simulation of a PDE cheaply. The inversion method presented here
has the potential to solve more general inference problems, where the focus is on learning the
conditional inverse mapping of outputs to latent features. This generates a wider range of inference
methods, scenario simulations and research questions within computational reach of the hydrological
community.
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Appendix: Architecture of the FNO

The architecture of a FNO has three basic steps: (i) projection of the input data into a higherdimensional space through a shallow, feed-forward neural network; (ii) a series of K layers, each of
which simultaneously performs both a non-local integral operation and local linear operation then
sums these two tensors and passes the result through a non-linear activation function, σ; and (iii) a
projection to the outputs using a final feed-forward neural network. The structure of the model is
outlined in Figure 6.
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